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Kaan Meralan

This week I solved the problems that we faced about the configuration of Tortoise CVS. Also we have started to work on our prototype according to our timeline and decided what to present in our First Development Snapshot Demo.

Umut Orhan

In the week of 27th February my teammates and I worked on Configuration Management Plan of Papağan. By the Sunday, we have submitted the plan. After finalizing our work on the document, I have started to review the prototype codes for the following demo.

İbrahim Taşyurt

This week we prepared the CM Plan, and worked on the prototype code. After determining to use CEGUI in the implementation we are ready to proceed to main implementation.

Sağnak Taşırlar

Throughout the week, firstly I achieved to have a complete hand bone hierarchy without any problems. I am trying to expand the skeletal structure further. Also this week we have completed our Configuration Management Plan and discussed our choices for Snapshot Demo.

Utku Utkan

During the week I tried to integrate Ogre with Qt. But, I experienced the same problems during the prototype implementation, and I couldn’t make these two libraries work together. So, finally we decided to use CEGUI for the user interface.